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INTRODUCTION 

COO is a non-stoichiometric, metal-deficient, p-typed semiconductor 
with NaCI structure. It has been shown that the deficiency of Co can be as 
high as 1%. The dominant point defects are cation vacancies and electron 
holes [l-31. Recently, the properties of point defects and defect clusters in 
Ga and Cr-doped COO have been measured [4,5]. For this study, the defect is 
located always at Co site so we drop the position subscript of Co in the 
Kroger-Vink notation. The singly charged pairs, { Ga*V")' and {Cr*V"}', 
were found to have binding energies of the order of 0.5 eV. The neutral 
triplets, 
1 eV. In this paper, we present the calculated results of properties of point 
defects and defect clusters using a shell model [6,7,8]. 

{Ga*V"Ga*}X , were found to have binding energies of the order of 

Calculation Methods 

The detailed description of the methods are described elsewhere, only 
a summary is provided here. The elements of In and 0 are treated as 
polarizable with shell models. The atoms are interacting with each other 
with Coulomb interactions and short-range Buckingham potentials. The 
charge of the atoms are split into shell charges and core charges and the 
she11 charges are interacting with its core through a spring, k. The cutoff 
distance for the Buckingham potentials is 20 A. The defected structures were 
allowed to relax to the lowest energy states using the Newton-Raphson 
procedure [9]. The interactions between atoms are described by the 
Buckingham potentials and Coulomb interactions: 



The parameters of the shell model are fitted to reproduce the crystal 
structure, elastic constants, low and high frequency dielectric constants of 
appropriate oxides. The resulting parameters are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. The fitted .parameters for the shell model, where c and s stand for 
core and shell, respectively. 

a--------------- ----I- I_ -- 
s p e c i e s  A (eV) B (A) C (eV/A6) 
Co(c)-O( s) 778.02 0.3301 - 
co3+(c)-o( s) 1156.62 0.3087 - 
Ga( c)-O( s) 1625.72 0.3019 
Cr(c)-O(s) 1204.18 0.3 165 - 
In( s)-O(s) 1495.65 0.33272 4.3255 
Ots)-Ots) 9547.96 0.21916 32.0 

k, spring 
c o n s  t a n  t s  
1680.0 
6.3 

Charges (qi) 
2.0 
3 .O 
3.0 
3.0 
9.1 
-6.1 
0.04 
-2.04 

R e s u l t s  

The calculated results for the point defects and defect clusters as 
shown in Fig. 1 are shown in Tables 2 to 4. Table 2 shows that isolated point 
defect energies, the singly charged pairs at the second nearest neighbor at 
<110>, third nearest neighbor at <200>, and fourth nearest neighbor at <211>. 
The energies for the singly charged pairs are measured relative to the 
corresponding isolated point defects. Table 2 clearly shows that the Co(3+), 
Cr(3+) and Ga(3+) ions prefer the third nearest neighbor position at <200>. 
The binding energies are 0.80 eV for Co, 0.71 eV for Cr and 0.68 eV for Ga. 
The corresponding experimental binding energies are 0.40 eV for Cr and 
0.50 eV for Ga. The. agreement is fairly good. While In(3+) ion prefers the 
second nearest neighbor distance at <110> with a binding energy of 0.77 eV, 
but no experimental data are available. In ions are different from Ga , Cr 
and Co ions. We have tried to calculate the energy without making the In 
ion polarizable, but the result remained the same. It will be interesting to 
see experiments done in locating the position of In ions in COO relative to 
the Co vacancies. 
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Table 3 shows the calculated results for the neutral triplets of two Ga, 
Cr, Co, and In ions relative the Co vacancy. The cations are located either at 
the second nearest neighbor .or third nearest neighbor distance. The results 
indicate , again, that the Ga, Cr and Co ions prefer the third neighbor 
distances. They are located symmetrically about the central Co vacancy. The 
binding energy for { Co*V"Co*}X, { Cr*V"Cr*}X, and { Ga*V"Ga}X are 1.47 eV, 
1.31 eV and 1.24 eV, respectively. This is in good agreement with 0.76 eV to 
1.1 eV (for 1100°C and 1350°C) for Ga-doped COO. While the binding energy 
for {In*V"In*}X is 1.40 eV. Similarly, the In ions are located symmetrically 
about the Co vacancy. 

In (3+) 
co 0 <z 10, 

0 . 0  0 0 
<2w> 

Ga, Cr, Co (3+) 
<-200> / +n- 

Co Vacancy / 

Fig. 1 The lowest energy configuration of cations relative to the Co vacancy 
in Ga, Cr, and In-doped COO. 

Table 2 
defects. 

Singlet pair energies (eV) as measured relative to the isolated 

Cluster Position of metal ion with respect to vacancy 

<1 lo> Qab Ql l> isolated defects 
( c o  * V" } -0.41 -0.80 -0.33 -7.23 
{ C r *VI' } -0.48 -0.71 -0.36 -4.47 

(ExP. -0.40) 

(ExP. -0.50) 
{ Ga*V"}' -0.49 -0.68 -0.37 -4.52 

{ In * V" } * -0.77 * -0.47 -0.47 3.24 
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Table 3 
defects. The isolated defects energies for Co, Cr, Ga and In- triplets are -37.42, 
-3 1.90, -32.00 and - 16.47 eV, respectively. 

Cluster Position of metal ion with respect to vacancy 

Neutral triplet energies (eV) as measured relative to the isolated 

I__- --- 

<110>;<-1-10> <110>;<-200> Q00>;<-200> 
{ co*v"co*}x -0.63 - 1.04 -1.47 
{ Cr*V"Cr*}X -0.80 - 1.05 -1.31 
{ Ga*V"Ga* }x -0.82 -1.03 -1.24 

(ExP. -0.76 - -1.1) 
{ In*V"In * }X - 1.40 -1.10 -0.81 

We also calculated the neutral triplets with mixed cations situated 
simultaneously around the Co vacancy. The calculated results are shown in 
Table 4. The result indicate that the cations seems to prefer their own prefer 
sites independently whether the other cations are located. The Ga, Cr and 
co(3+) cations prefer the third nearest neighbor distances opposite to each 
other. In cations prefer the second nearest neighbor distance at <110>. 
Therefore, an In(3+) ion, vacancy and co(3+) ion form a bending chain. The 
binding energies for {Cr*V"Co*}X, (Ga*V"Co*}X and {In*V"Co*}X are 1.39 
eV, 1.36 eV and 1.42 eV, respectively. Comparing the binding energies of 
the neutral triplets in Table 3 and 4. We found that the mixed cations triplet 
are energetically more favorable. Therefore, we predict that in Ga, Cr, and 
In-doped COO the mixed neutral triplets are more favorable than the pure 
symmetrical triplets. 

Table 4 Mixed Neutral triplet energies (eV) as measured relative to the 
isolated defects. The isolated defects energies for Cr, Ga and In triplets are 
-34.66, -34.71 and -26.95 eV, respectively. 

Cluster Position of metal ion with respect to vacancy 

<110>,<-1-10> <110>;<-200> 600>;<-200> 
{ Cr*V"Co * } X -0.71 -1.12 -1.39 
{ Ga*V"Co* } X  -0.73 -1.14 - 1.36 
{ In*V"Co*}X -1.02 - 1.42 -1.04 

S u m m a r y  

From simulation, we found that trivalent cations, Ga(3+), Cr(3+), 
Co(3+) and In(3+), bind with Co vacancy to form singly pairs with binding 
energies of about 0.7 to 0.8 eV. These binding energies are in reasonable 
agreement with experimental measurement of about 0.5 eV. In ion prefers 
the second nearest neighbor position from a Co vacancy, while other 
cations prefer the third nearest neighbor sites. Two cations can also form a 
triplet with a Co vacancy with binding energies of about 1.2 to 1.5 eV. These 
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values are in fair agreement with the 0.8 to 1.1 eV measured from the tracer 
diffusion experiments. 
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